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Abstract
Stem allomorphy plays a central role in the recent history of morphology, in no small part
thanks to a research program initiated by Aronoff (1994). Yet, there is no agreed upon way
of deciding whether some bit of form should be considered a proper part of a stem allomorph
or an independent exponent. We explore the possibility of just doing away with the notion of
stem allomorphy in inflection. We use computational methods to identify within each word a
sequence of strings that do not take part in any alternation within that word’s paradigm. We
then discuss the relationship of such sequences to the classical notion of a stem, and argue that
discontinous stems are both conceptually and empirically more satisfactory.
Keywords: stems, allomorphy, exponence, alignment, European Portuguese, English, French
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Introduction

The notion of stem allomorphy plays a central role in the recent history of morphology, in no small
part thanks to a research program initiated by Aronoff (1994) that embraces the systematic exis
tence of organized sets of stem allomorphs as a way of making sense of patterns of morphological
behavior. Yet, as Spencer (2012) notes, a fundamental problem for this approach is that there is
no agreed upon way of deciding whether some bit of form should be considered a proper part of a
stem allomorph (and hence not a morphological unit) or an independent exponent.
In this chapter we explore the possibility of just doing away with the notion of stem allomor
phy in the context of inflection. We use computational methods from itemandpattern morphology
to identify within each word a (possibly discontinuous) sequence of strings that are inflectionally
inert, in the sense that they do not take part in any morphophonological alternation within that
word’s paradigm. Such discontinuous sequences can be identified through simple methods and are
indisputably devoid of morphosyntactic import of any kind. We argue that these ‘discontinuous
stems’ are a useful addition to the morphologist’s toolbox, and question whether classical collec
tions of stem allomorphs still have a useful role to play. Specifically, we define an algorithmic
procedure for inferring both discontinuous stems and sets of continuous stem allomorphs from
raw paradigms, and assess their usefulness in capturing the implicative structure of the French,
English and European Portuguese conjugation systems.
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The quest for stem allomorphy

One of the basic questions facing morphology is what we call the ‘Inflected Word Recognition
Problem’ (IWRP):
1

(1) What allows speakers to draw inferences from a word’s form to its content?
The IWRP is modeled on Ackerman, Blevins & Malouf’s (2009) ‘Paradigm Cell Filling Prob
lem’ (2). Like the PCFP, it is a question about the structure of the morphological system (what
allows the inferences to be drawn) rather than a question about learning and processing (which
exact inferences are drawn, and how).
(2) What licenses reliable inferences about the inflected […] surface forms of a lexical item?
(Ackerman et al., 2009, 54)
A speaker faces the IWRP each time they are exposed to an inflected word for the first time,
a common situation (Bonami & Beniamine 2016). The shape of the solution is obvious: when
seeing an unknown wordform w, speakers are able to identify phonological aspects of w that they
have previously encountered associated with some content, and consider the possibility that these
convey the same content in this new instance. The question faced by morphologists is, what are
the aspects of the phonology of w. Importantly, the IWRP and the PCFP raise different issues for
morphology. Although a classical, constructive approach to morphology typically addresses both
issues by reference to a single segmentation, it may well be that aspects of forms that are crucial
for inferring other forms are distinct from those aspects that are crucial for inferring content.
In this chapter we focus on a subproblem of the IWRP, namely identifying that part of a word
form that conveys the word’s lexical meaning, as opposed to morphosyntactic and morphosemantic
content. In Matthews’s (1972) terms, this amounts to separating out a word’s (inflectional) ‘stem’
from the ‘exponents’ combining with that stem. In the simplest systems, this is an easy task. As
Corbett (2007) highlights, canonically, each lexeme is equipped with a unique stem that conveys
solely lexical information, while each paradigm cell is characterized by a combination of exponents
that conveys only inflectional information; the unique stem is hence the relevant part of the word.
This is illustrated in the small slice of the European Portuguese conjugation system presented in
Table 1: stems are the longest substrings that are constant across rows, exponents are the longest
substrings that are constant across columns.
Table 1. Indicative present of three European Portuguese first conjugation verbs

ficar
entrar
tentar

1sg

2sg

3sg

1pl

2pl

3pl

ˈfiku
ˈẽtɾu
ˈtẽtu

ˈfikɐʃ
ˈẽtɾɐʃ
ˈtẽtɐʃ

ˈfikɐ
ˈẽtɾɐ
ˈtẽtɐ

fiˈkɐmuʃ
ẽˈtɾɐmuʃ
tẽˈtɐmuʃ

fiˈkaiʃ
ẽˈtɾaiʃ
tẽˈtaiʃ

ˈfikɐ̃ũ
ˈẽtɾɐ̃ũ
ˈtẽtɐ̃ũ

Inflectional systems are rarely that simple though. First, consideration of the other conjugation
classes of European Portuguese reveal the existence of substrings that are constant neither across
cells nor across lexemes, highlighted by underlining in Table 2. The theoretical status of these
theme vowels is a constant source of hesitation for the Romance morphologist: should they be
considered to be part of the stem? If so, we have pervasive stem allomorphy, and stems express
more than just lexical meaning: for instance, the use of the consonantfinal allomorph signals that
we are dealing with a 1SG form. Should they be considered to be stemexternal exponents? If so,
then some material outside of the stem contributes to expressing lexical identity, as theme vowels
narrow down the set of candidate solutions for the identification of which lexeme was used. We
will not be proposing a solution to this puzzle, but we argue that the puzzlement is caused by the
assumption that words can be segmented into a part expressing lexical identity only and a part
2

Table 2. Indicative present of three European Portuguese fully regular verbs

ficar
viver
imprimir

1sg

2sg

3sg

1pl

2pl

3pl

ˈfiku
ˈvivu
ĩpˈɾimu

ˈfikɐʃ
ˈvivәʃ
ĩpˈɾimәʃ

ˈfikɐ
ˈvivә
ĩpˈɾimә

fiˈkɐmuʃ
viˈvemuʃ
ĩpɾiˈmimuʃ

fiˈkaiʃ
viˈvɐiʃ
ĩpɾiˈmiʃ

ˈfikɐũ̃
ˈvivɐĩ̃
ĩpˈɾimɐ̃ĩ

expressing inflectional content only. Postulating stem allomorphs amounts to saving exponents
from lexical value at the cost of imbuing stems with exponential value. We see no principled
reason why this or the opposite solution should be preferable.1
A second complication is apparent when looking at the data in Table 3. European Portuguese
exhibits stressconditioned vowel alternations that affect what we call the prethematic vowel.
While these alternations are almost categorically predictable from regular phonology, they do have
Table 3. Stressconditioned vowel alternations in European Portuguese verbs

1sg

2sg

3sg

1pl

2pl

3pl

chegar
ˈʃegu
ˈʃegɐʃ
ˈʃegɐ
ʃәˈgɐmuʃ
ʃәˈgaiʃ
ˈʃegɐũ̃
começar kuˈmɛsu kuˈmɛsɐʃ kuˈmɛsɐ kumәˈsɐmuʃ kumәˈsaiʃ kuˈmɛsɐ̃ũ
libertar
liˈbɛɾtu liˈbɛɾtɐʃ liˈbɛɾtɐ libәɾˈtɐmuʃ libәɾˈtaiʃ liˈbɛɾtɐũ̃
pagar
chamar
retomar
jogar
mudar

ˈpagu
ˈʃɐmu

ˈpagɐʃ
ˈʃɐmɐʃ

ˈpagɐ
ˈʃɐmɐ

pɐˈgɐmuʃ
ʃɐˈmɐmuʃ

rәˈtomu rәˈtomɐʃ rәˈtomɐ rәtuˈmɐmuʃ
ˈʒɔgɐʃ
ˈʒɔgɐ
ʒuˈgɐmuʃ
ˈʒɔgu
ˈmudu ˈmudɐʃ
ˈmudɐ muˈdɐmuʃ

pɐˈgaiʃ
ʃɐˈmaiʃ

ˈpagɐ̃ũ
ˈʃɐmɐũ̃

rәtuˈmaiʃ rәˈtomɐ̃ũ
ʒuˈgaiʃ
ˈʒɔgɐũ̃
muˈdaiʃ
ˈmudɐũ̃

an impact on the IWRP. Consider chegar: within its paradigm, having a /ә/ in prethematic position
is a partial indication of the fact that the form is 1PL or 2PL. Hence, while this /ә/ does contribute to
the expression of lexical identity, it also has some exponential import; on the face of it, deciding
whether it should be considered as part of the stem (which then entails that chegar has multiple
stem allomorphs beginning in /ʃeg/ or /ʃәg/) or a separate unit should be just as contentious as
deciding whether theme vowels are part of the stem.
Interestingly, discussions of this or similar data with morphologists over the years suggest to
us that many would rather treat theme vowels as stemexternal but prethematic vowels and similar
segments as part of a stem alternant. We submit that such preferences are due to the use of the two
heuristic principles in (3).
(3)

a. Stem alternants should not be multiplied.

1

Walther & Sagot (2011); Walther (2013) address the issue by comparing the description length of full implemented
descriptions of a system relying on one or the other hypothesis, within a given formal framework for morphological
description. This is in essence an operational implementation of the early generative grammar notion of an evaluation
metric for alternative theories, and in that sense is a remarkable effort to model the heuristics that morphologists use to
decide on a segmentation. However Walther & Sagot’s empirical results show that variation in length among descriptions
are small enough that the costs of a suboptimal choice are low, both for a speaker and for an analyst.
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b. Stems should be continuous substrings of words.
Of course neither of these principles can be absolute: stem suppletion cannot be accomodated
without relaxing (3a), and infixation is an immediate violation of (3b). But they still have some
role to play in less extreme cases such as those found in the European Portuguese data under
examination. More specifically, since theme vowels are no threat to (3b) nothing precludes one
from adhering to (3a) and having shorter stems. In the case of prethematic vowels, however,
adhering to (3a) would entail postulating discontinuous stems, hence it is more tempting to be
guided by (3b) and have longer stems.
This example suggests that these principles play an important role in shaping the segmenta
tions that are typically taken to be pretheoretical decisions not worthy of detailed discussion, but
that ultimately constrain our perception of the nature and extent of typological variation across
inflection systems. In the absence of a principled way of arbitrating which of the two principles is
more important, we run the risk of theorizing on shaky grounds.
From these observations we conclude with Spencer (2012) that there is no agreedupon method
for identifying which part of an inflected word is a stem, and that the heuristics used by morphol
ogists in that area are neither systematic nor principled enough. This is unsatisfactory, given the
prominent place taken by stem allomorphy in morphological theorizing in the wake of Aronoff
(1994) — see, among many others, Maiden (1992); Brown (1998); CameronFaulkner & Carstairs
McCarthy (2000); Pirrelli & Battista (2000); Stump (2001); Bonami & Boyé (2002); Blevins
(2003); Boyé & Cabredo Hofherr (2006); Montermini & Bonami (2013); Stump & Finkel (2013),
and the papers collected in Bonami (2012).
One possible reaction to this situation is to forego segmentation entirely, and stop worrying
about stems. Recent literature has highlighted how purely wordbased methods can efficiently be
deployed to address morphological problems, most prominently the PCFP (see among many others
Ackerman et al. 2009; Ackerman & Malouf 2013; Blevins 2016; Bonami & Beniamine 2016; Sims
& Parker 2016). If stem identification proves problematic, perhaps we should just dismiss the very
notion of a stem.
Such a reaction isn’t entirely satisfactory, however, at this point in the history of the field.
First, since CarstairsMcCarthy’s seminal work (Carstairs 1987; CarstairsMcCarthy 1994), stem
allomorphy has been taken by many to be governed by constraints distinct from those govern
ing the distribution of exponents. In fact, as Blevins (2016) notes, much of the literature about
morphomic stem distributions is implicitly or explicitly dedicated to addressing predictability in
paradigms.2 Hence it is important to establish whether stem allomorphs have a dedicated role to
play in addressing the PCFP. Second, we take the PCFP and the IWRP to be two complementary
crucial questions that morphological theory should address; and while the PCFP might not require
dealing with subword material, such a position is, at first sight, harder to defend for the IWRP, for
which subword structure seems crucially relevant.
In the remainder of this chapter we attempt to further our understanding of these issues by
exploring the consequences of the principles in (3). We examine two extreme ways of prioritizing
the two principles. The first option is to take (3a) as absolute, and tolerate no stem allomorphy.
As a consequence, only substrings that occur in all forms of a lexeme can be considered as being
part of this stem, and stems will more often than not be discontinuous sequences of substrings of
words. This we call the ‘unique discontinuous stem hypothesis’. The second option is to take (3b)
as absolute, and tolerate no discontinuity. As a consequence, stem allomorphy will be pervasive,
as any variation in shape that is encapsulated within stem material has to also be stem material.
2

See also Stump & Finkel (2013) on exponentbased vs. stembased implicative relations. Note though that Bonami
& Boyé (2014) explicitly argue on the basis of a detailed explicit comparison of stembased vs. wordbased explorations
of French conjugation that segmentation decisions for stems actually get in the way of an understanding of implicative
structure.
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This we call the ‘continuous stem sets hypothesis’.
Although they only constitute two extremes of a vast space of possible ways of applying the
principles in (3b), these two options have the advantage that they are simple enough to be imple
mented in full and tested on realisticallysized dataset. In §3, we outline our implementation of
the two hypotheses. In §4 we examine how useful the two hypotheses turn out to be in terms of
capturing implicative structure. Section 5 draws some general conclusions.

3

Automatic inference of stems

3.1

Alignment

In this section we present an algorithmic method for inferring both single discontinuous stems and
sets of continuous stem allomorphs from raw paradigms of surface forms. In order to find stemlike
material in forms, we align together all the forms of each paradigm using a heuristic algorithm for
multiple alignments. The goal of such an algorithm is illustrated in Table 4. Each cell of the table
contains a single phoneme, each row represents a surface form of the paradigm, and each column
represents matched material across forms.
Table 4. Aligned surface forms of libertar
Paradigm cell

Aligned form

prs.ind.1sg
prs.ind.2sg
prs.ind.3sg
prs.ind.1pl
prs.ind.2pl
prs.ind.3pl

l
l
l
l
l
l

i
i
i
i
i
i

b
b
b
b
b
b

ɛ
ɛ
ɛ
ә
ә
ɛ

ɾ
ɾ
ɾ
ɾ
ɾ
ɾ

t
t
t
t
t
t


ɐ
ɐ
ɐ
a
ɐ̃




m



u


u
i
ũ


ʃ

ʃ
ʃ


The optimal pairwise alignment of two forms can be computed easily given a scoring scheme
(Needleman & Wunsch 1970). This is the basis for systems which generate alternation patterns,
such as Albright & Hayes’s (2006) Minimum Generalization Learner and Beniamine’s (2018)
Qumin. The generalization to multiple sequences is much more complex, especially for large
number of sequences. Fortunately, this problem was researched in depth in evolutionary biol
ogy (see Durbin 1998) for the purpose of aligning DNA and protein sequences. Several heuristic
methods thus exist, which can find good solutions in reasonable time, often by performing re
peated pairwise alignments. Some of these methods were adapted to sequences of phonemes by
List (2014) in order to compare potential cognate words across languages. Our implementation
was written specifically for the alignment of inflectional paradigm. The algorithm we rely on is
called ‘progressive alignments’ (Feng & Doolittle 1987), and proceeds in three steps:
1. Find all pairwise alignments, obtaining scores for each pair of form.
2. Using the scores, perform hierarchical clustering. We obtain a binary guide tree which relates
sequences.
3. Align sequences pairwise along the guide tree, first joining two sequences together, then
joining sequences to alignments, or alignments to alignments.
Our adaptation to inflectional paradigms has two important properties, building on Beniamine
(2018). First, our scoring scheme uses phonological similarity (Frisch 1997). This measure re
lies on natural classes and captures satisfactory morphological alternations in pairwise alignment
5

(Albright & Hayes 2006; Beniamine 2018). Rather than minimizing edit distances, our algorithm
maximizes similarity scores. Since they are to be expected in inflection, insertions (alignments
to gaps) are free, while substitution costs are proportional to phonological similarity. The conse
quences of this strategy can be seen in Table 4, where columns contain either entirely identical or
similar phonological segments. Second, there is often more than one optimal alignment at each
intermediate pairwise step. Most algorithms deal with this ambiguity by selecting a solution ran
domly. Instead, we keep up to 30 competing alignments at all time. We then choose among these
hypotheses based on the generality of the resulting segmentation.

3.2

Unique discontinuous stems

From an alignment table, we can easily identify the sequence of substrings which are constant
across the paradigm: they appear in columns of identical segments (shaded in Table 4). This
sequence can be discontinuous, and may be of different length for different lexemes. We call the
phonemes in these columns ‘inflectionally inert’.
Sequences of inert segments that are always adjacent across the paradigm are collected into
strings. The unique discontinuous stem is the sequence of these strings. The sequence is contin
uous if no cell in the paradigm has exponential material occurring between inert segments. It is
fragmented if and only if at least one cell splits the stem in at least two parts. In our example,
the unique discontinuous /libɾ/ is fragmented into two substrings /lib/ and /ɾ/ due to the vocalic
alternation between /ә/ and /ɛ/.
It is worth noting that unique discontinuous stems go against much of our muscle memory on
the representation of morphophonology. Suppletion is not captured at all. If traditional suppletive
stems have nothing in common (think, e.g., of Latin fero and tuli) they will be inferred to have an
empty common unique stem—a reasonable conclusion. If however they by chance have a common
substring (e.g., Latin tuli and latum), that will be considered to be the unique common substring
(here 〈tu〉). Hence the length of the unique stem is not an indicator of suppletion in the traditional
sense. Another potentially surprising aspect is that all phenomena of nonperipheral inflection lead
to the same outcome of discontinuities in the unique stem, irrespective of whether they are caused
by, e.g., infixation, vowel alternations, stress shift, or root and pattern morphology. While this
may seem counterintuitive, we do not think it is problematic: the causes of discontinuity may be
variegated, they still are all discontinuities, which raise the same challenges for speakers trying to
draw inferences from a wordform.
Table 5 gives some statistics on the prevalence of fragmented stems in English, French, and
European Portuguese.3 Lexemes with zero stem fragment are cases of suppletion, although, as
discussed above, some cases of suppletion will result in one or more fragments. Unsurprisingly,
fragmented stems are attested but infrequent in both English (due to forms such as ring, rang) and
French (e.g., mener /mәne/, mène /mɛn/), but much more prevalent in European Portuguese, where
they make up one third of the lexicon; the vast majority of these are due to the stressconditioned
vowel alternations documented above.

3.3

Sets of continuous stems

We can now build on discontinuous stems to deduce a set of continuous stems. The idea here is very
simple: for each word, we count as its continuous stem the shortest sequence that encompasses all
substrings of the lexeme’s discontinuous stem. The stem set associated with a lexeme is then the
set of continuous stems of its inflected forms. Table 6 illustrates.
3

Data is derived from CELEX for English (Baayen, Piepenbrock & Gulikers 1995), Flexique for French (Bonami,
Caron & Plancq 2014), and the Coimbra pronuciation dictionary for European Portuguese (Veiga, Candeias & Perdigão
2012).
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Table 5. Stem fragmentation in three systems: number of fragments in a discontinuous stem

English
French
Portuguese

0

1

2

3

2
4
2

5890
5136
1255

172
109
738

0
0
1

Table 6. Inference of continuous stem set

Cell

Form

Disc. stem

Cont. stem

1sg
2sg
3sg
1pl
2pl
3pl

libɛɾtu
libɛɾtɐʃ
libɛɾtɐ
libәɾtɐmuʃ
libәɾtaiʃ
libɛɾtɐ̃ũ

〈lib, ɾt〉
〈lib, ɾt〉
〈lib, ɾt〉
〈lib, ɾt〉
〈lib, ɾt〉
〈lib, ɾt〉

libɛɾt
libɛɾt
libɛɾt
libәɾt
libәɾt
libɛɾt

{libɛɾt, libәɾt}

Continuous stem set

Note that this method uniformly arbitrates for shorter and less numerous stems—notably, theme
vowels are not taken to be parts of stems. Other than that, we submit that it matches closely the
intuition outlined above and shared by many linguists that the postulation of stem alternants is
justified by alternations occurring internal to what is otherwise lexical material.
Table 7 documents the prevalence of stem allomorphy in the three systems. The number of
stems for French is much lower than assumed in Bonami & Boyé (2002) and related literature. This
is due to the fact that Bonami & Boyé (2002) does not implement Principle (3a), and integrates
theme vowels and other alternating material occurring marginally with respect to inert material into
stem allomorphs. The classification matches closely more traditional accounts such as Swiggers &
van den Eynde (1987). Again, Portuguese stands out compared to the other two languages, thanks
to the prevalence of vowel alternations.
Table 7. Stem allomorphy in three systems: number of distinct stem allomorphs per lexeme

English
French
Portuguese

4

0

1

2

3

4

2
4
2

5909
5136
1255

129
108
630

24
1
102

0
0
7

How useful are continuous stem allomorphs?

We now turn to the question we asked at the end of §2: how helpful are the two notions of stem
under investigation in capturing the inferential structure of paradigms, as characterized by the
7

IWRP and the PCFP?
In terms of the IWRP, the answer is quite simple. Sets of continuous stems are by definition
less useful than a unique discontinuous stem: the unique discontinuous stem identifies exactly that
part of the word that has no exponential value, while stem allomorphs blur the distinction between
exponential and nonexponential material. In this connection it is worth reflecting on the paradigm
of a verb such as libertar. In a form such as 3SG /libɛɾtɐ/, the /ɛ/ has partial exponential value: it
indicates that we are dealing either with a SG or a 3PL form. In this it is not different from the /ɐ/,
which also gives partial information that we are dealing with a 2SG, 3SG or 1PL form. But both
the /ɛ/ and the /a/ also give partial lexical information, as both narrow down the class of lexemes
that we might be dealing with. This illustrates how continuous stem allomorphs are unhelpful with
respect to the IWRP: insisting on contiguity stops us from seeing that /ɛ/ makes a contribution
different from that of the neighbouring segments but similar to that of more peripheral segments.
If sets of stem allomorphs are counterproductive when addressing the IWRP, maybe they are
helpful for the PCFP. We thus turn to the relationship of the two notions of stem to implicative
structure.
A first way of addressing this is to consider the implicative structure of the system of exponents.
Let us define holistically the exponential part of a wordform as whatever remains when the stem
has been removed. Table 8 contrasts what the exponents look like in the present indicative of
LIRBERTAR depending on whether one works from the unique discontinuous stem or from the set
of continuous stems.
Table 8. Two notions of exponence exemplified
1sg

2sg

3sg

1pl

2pl

3pl

liˈbɛɾtu

liˈbɛɾtɐʃ

liˈbɛɾtɐ

libәɾˈtɐmuʃ

libәɾˈtaiʃ

liˈbɛɾtɐ̃ũ

Unique disc. stem
Exponents

_ɛ_u

_ɛ_ɐʃ

_ɛ_ɐ

〈lib, ɾt〉
_ә_ɐmuʃ

_ә_aiʃ

_ɛ_ɐ̃ũ

Continuous stems
Exponents

libɛɾt
_u

libɛɾt
_ɐʃ

libɛɾt
_ɐ

libәɾt
_ɐmuʃ

libәɾt
aiʃ

libɛɾt
_ɐũ̃

Full words

Consider now the problem of predicting the exponent in one cell from the exponent in another
cell. As the table should make clear, predictability is affected in both directions by one’s view
on stems. On the one hand, exponents are harder to predict under the unique stem hypothesis,
since they contain more material—in this example, prethematic vowels, which may be nontrivial to
predict. On the other hand, exponents are better predictors under this view, since they are larger and
hence convey more information. In the case at hand, exponents based on the discontinuous stem
include the prethematic vowel in the predictor form, which is partially predictive of its counterpart
on the predicted form (Bonami & Luís 2014).
Given these two observations, and depending on how correlated central and peripheral expo
nence are in a particular system, one might expect unique discontinuous stems to lead to easier,
harder, or equally difficult prediction than those based on sets of continuous stems. To establish
this, we adapt the methodology of Ackerman & Malouf (2013): tables of exponents per lexeme
and paradigm cell are used to estimate probability distributions of exponents by paradigm cell,
taking into account the type frequency of exponents. We then compute the conditional entropy
of choosing an exponent in a predicted cell from the choice of exponent for a predictor cell, and
the average conditional entropy across ordered pairs of distinct cells. Table 9 reports the average
results for English, French, and European Portuguese conjugation.
For all three languages we observe a variation of less than 0.03 bits, leading to the conclusion
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Table 9. Average conditional entropy of exponents under two conceptions of stems
Continuous

Discontinuous

0.9917
0.7109
0.5782

0.9655
0.7091
0.6016

English
French
Portuguese

that there is no difference to speak of between the two strategies in terms of how much implicative
structure they capture. For French and English, where stems are overwhelmingly continuous, this is
unsurprising. For Portuguese however we might have expected a larger difference. Figure 1 allows
us to explore this in more detail. This figure reports, for a distillation of the paradigm (Stump
& Finkel 2013), the difference between conditional entropy for exponents based on continuous
and discontinuous stems. A positive value means that the cell in row is more predictive of the
cell in column if we reason with continuous stems than if we reason with discontinuous stems.
We can see that there are sizeable differences in predictability in both directions, notably located
prs.ind.1sg
prs.ind.3sg

0.2

prs.ind.1pl
prs.ind.2pl

0.1

prs.ind.3pl
pst.impf.ind.3sg

0.0

pst.pfv.ind.1sg
pst.pfv.ind.3g

0.1

fut.ind.3sg
prs.sbjv.3sg

0.2

prs.sbjv.2pl

pass.ptcp

prs.sbjv.2pl

prs.sbjv.3sg

fut.ind.3sg

pst.pfv.ind.3g

pst.pfv.ind.1sg

pst.impf.ind.3sg

prs.ind.3pl

prs.ind.2pl

prs.ind.1pl

prs.ind.3sg

prs.ind.1sg

pass.ptcp

Figure 1. Heatmap of differences between conditional entropy of exponents based on continuous
and dicontinuous stems, for a distillation of European Portuguese verbal paradigms
in the first two rows and two columns. However, the picture is almost symmetrical along the
diagonal: where cell c is a better predictor of cell c ′ under continuous stems, cell c ′ tends to be a
better predictor of cell c under discontinuous stems. This is easily explained by the distribution of
prethematic vowels in Portuguese (Bonami & Luís, 2014). Negative values correspond to cases
where the predicted cell has a stressed prethematic vowel that is hard to predict from a predictor cell
with an unstressed prethematic vowel; positive values correspond to the opposite situation, where
prediction of unstressed vowels is easy, but knowledge of the prethematic vowel helps predict the
rest of the inflectional behavior.
Of course we would need to examine more languages to arrive at a general conclusion. How
ever, based on the evidence examined in this chapter, although there are local predictive advantages
to one or the other strategy for particular pairs of predictor and predictee, these balance each other
9

on average, so that the overall predictive value of exponents defined from continuous or discon
tinuous stems is equivalent.
We now turn to a different question on the predictive value of stems. The continuous stem
set hypothesis induces a segmentation of words into two subparts that each have their own non
trivial implicative structure. The question then arises how the implicative structure of these stems
compares to that of whole, unsegmented words. The presumption is that predicting stem allo
morph from stem allomorph should be easier than predicting word from word: first, by focusing
on the stem, we are abstracting away from the hard problem of predicting exponent variation across
inflection classes, which has been the central focus of attention of the literature on predictability
since Carstairs (1987) and Wurzel (1989). Second, stems are expected to give rise to little variation
overall across the paradigm, which should make them easy to predict.
To assess whether this presumption is warranted, we computed ‘implicative entropy’ (Bonami
& Beniamine 2016; Beniamine 2018) for paradigms of whole words and paradigms of continuous
stems. Implicative entropy is the conditional entropy of the alternation pattern linking two forms
given the phonological shape of the predictor form. Unlike conditional entropy computed from
exponents, implicative entropy does not assume prior knowledge of a segmentation of the forms
under consideration. Hence it is an adequate way of assessing the predictive power of whole words.
Table 10. Average implicative entropy for stem allomorphs and for whole words
Continuous stem allomorphs

Words

0.0196
0.0415
0.1483

0.1844
0.1739
0.1670

French
English
Portuguese

Table 10 reports average implicative entropy across all pairs of cells for the three languages
under consideration. In French and English, we do get the expected results that continuous stem
allomorphs are more predictive of each other than words are. This was to be expected, given the low
prevalence of stem allomorphy in these two languages. In Portuguese, however, it is barely harder
to predict words from words than stems from stems. This state of affairs has a clearly identifiable
cause. The main two sources of unpredictability in European Portuguese conjugation are theme
vowel alternations and prethematic vowel alternations (Bonami & Luís 2014). While these two
phenomena are mostly orthogonal and complementary, the statistical distribution of prethematic
and theme vowels is not entirely independent. Thus, knowledge of one vowel is informative of
the other, and it is easier to predict both at the same time from joint knowledge of the two. As a
result, segmentation into continuous stems and exponents is unhelpful as it segregates two pieces
of information that are more usefully brought together.
In this section we have established that a divideandconquer strategy, where stems and expo
nents are first cleanly separated, does not lead to better performance in addressing either the IWRP
or the PCFP. We conclude that stem allomorphs play no major role in capturing the predictive
structure of paradigms.

5

Conclusion

Although segmentation of words into subword units plays a central role in morphology, there is a
lack of attention in the literature to the motivation of segmentation choices and the consequences
of these choices for later theorizing. In this chapter we addressed only part of this general issue
by concentrating on stems. We identified two simple, and coherent views on the nature of stems
that are relatively easy to operationalize: unique discontinuous stems and sets of continuous stems.
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We then presented an algorithmic method to infer both kinds of stems from raw paradigmatic data,
and examined on that basis the usefulness of both conceptions in addressing what we take to be
two central questions for morphology: predictability of forms from forms (the PCFP) and pre
dictability of content from form (the IWRP). We concluded that the two concepts were of equally
little use to address the PCFP, and that unique discontinuous stems were inherently more useful to
addressing the IWRP. This leaves us questioning the usefulness of the concept of stem allomorphy
for morphological theory.
There are different reasons to take this provocative conclusion with a bit of skepticism. First,
the conclusion is dependent on particular choices when operationalizing segmentation principles:
the devil is in the detail, and a different operationalization might lead to a different conclusion.
For instance, note that our algorithm does not rely on any notion of optimization of the size of
the lexicon, which typically plays a role in segmentation decisions. This is a conscious decision,
motivated both by computational considerations and by literature disputing the usefulness of lex
ical optimization (see among many others Jackendoff 1975; Bochner 1993; Hay & Baayen 2005;
Blevins 2006). However, it would be useful to see whether different operationalizations of seg
mentation principles, or the adoption of other principles, lead to different results.
Second, our reasoning here only applies to strictly synchronic aspects of morphology. Lan
guage change leads to situations where a unique continuous stem has multiple descendants that are
related but not identical in form. As a way of describing that situation, ‘stem allomorphy’ is an
essential concept in the description of morphological change. But importantly, such a concept of
stem allomorphy is defined purely in terms of diachronic correspondences, not on anything that can
be observed directly at a synchronic stage. Our conclusions hence lead to the question of whether a
concept that is useful in the description of change is also useful in the description of the synchronic
system.
Finally, some may find that we do not go far enough. Our point of departure was to address
the IWRP, and more specifically to ask which aspects of a word’s form provide information about
lexical identity, as opposed to inflectional information. We went on to identify a unique discon
tinuous stem negatively, as the sequence that has no exponential value. But this cannot be the full
story. As we noted before, in any system with multiple inflection classes, there will be material
in a word that is partially indicative of lexical identity and partially indicative of morphosyntac
tic import. A full answer to the IWRP should not ignore this, and should ask instead, about each
phonological segment in a word, what it contributes to narrowing down the content of the word.
The unique discontinous stem hypothesis addresses only the easier part of that question—but at
least it addresses it.
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